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More Free Things to Do in Cleveland
Don’t Miss a Good Thing
Enjoying Cleveland doesn't have to be
expensive. The city has beautiful parks,
fascinating shops, and free days at
museums. Learn more about free things
to do on the North Coast.
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Explore Cleveland's History
at Lake View Cemetery
Cleveland's Lake View Cemetery, opened
in 1869, is the final resting place for
important Clevelanders, such as John D.
Rockefeller, President James A. Garfield,
Jeptha Wade (the cemetery's first
president), and Carl B. Stokes
(Cleveland's first black mayor).
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The elaborate stone monuments kept a
generation of Italian stonecutters in
business. Make sure to see the Garfield
Monument and the Wade Chapel with its
Tiffany window.
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Hit the Beach
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Lake Erie isn't known for its beaches, but
one notable exception is the beach at
Mentor Headlands Park, east of Cleveland
in Lake County. This long stretch of white
sand is ideal for getting lost in a good
novel, watching the waves lap up at the
shore, or combing for seashells. There's
even a picturesque lighthouse. The park
has ample free parking, just off the
beach.

Enjoy the Nature Center at
Shaker Lakes
The Nature Center at Shaker Lakes,
founded in 1966, is a peaceful green
space nestled among the gracious houses
of Shaker Heights, just each of
Cleveland. The facility features a variety
of trails that illustrate six natural
habitats, as well as a nature center with
exhibits about the Northeast Ohio
landscape. Best of all, admission is free.
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Cleveland Greenhouse
Cleveland's West Side Market
Tour the Great Lakes Brewery
NASA Glenn Visitors Center
Int'l Women's Air and Space
Museum
Cleveland Cultural Gardens
Butler Institute of American Art

From /cleveland.about.com/od/clevelandattractions

Marvel at the Old Arcade
The Cleveland Arcade is an architectural
gem. Built in 1890 to resemble the
shopping arcades of Milan Italy, the
arcade is just off of Public Square,
between Euclid and Superior Avenues.
The structure has a tower at both ends
with a five-story sky-lighted atrium
between them. The arcade boasts
elaborate metalwork and intricate brass
gargoyles look down from the top level.
Chairs are offered on the balconies for
passersby to rest and marvel at the view.

The Arcade at Christmas time
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